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LA REVOLTA DELS MITJONS
(THE SOCKS' RIOT)
How many socks have you lost? Where do all the lost
socks go? We finally have the answer!
.

Martina and her friends have a theory: the washing machine is a magic
portal that leads to a parallel world where all the lost socks can be
found. In this world called Gelàndia, humans are considered a threat
because an ancient prophecy says that a human girl will be the end of
them. Without knowing the threat, she poses, Martina is condemned to
a storytelling duel. During the challenge, while she has no way of
defending herself, a professional storyteller condemns the tyrannical
rule of Gelàndia and reveals the truth: the human girl of the prophecy
will not be the end of them, but their way to freedom, and that's why
the leaders considered her a threat..

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sebastià Bennassar was born in 1976 in Mallorca. He holds a degree in
Humanities and a Master's degree in World History from the Pompeu
Fabra University. He worked for the newspaper Diari de Balears during 12
years. Currently, he combines his journalistic work with freelance cultural
management. Up to this day, he has published two poetry collections, three
short story books and six novels - four of them are thrillers. Two of his
passions are: Portugal and its literature; and novels brimming with blood..

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ A very charming tale for kids and
adults to enjoy story time together.
✓The story potentiates values such as

imagination, family and the
acceptance of others.
Bennassar is a catalan author whose
books never fail to delight the readers.

✓

FICTION /MIDDLE GRADE
Original title:
La revolta dels mitjons
Original language: Catalan
53 pages
Published in 2019
Material available: Catalan PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Catalan (Grup62)

EL UNIVERSO EN TUS MANOS
(THE UNIVERSE IN YOUR HANDS)

Our story begins on this small blue dot...
.
When Eva goes up to the attic where Grandfather Leonardo works,
there is no trace of him. The grandfather is a very clever inventor and
always explains scientific concepts to his granddaughter, but maybe
this time he's done a dangerous experiment. Maybe this kind of
spaceship with the door open is not as harmless as she thinks.
Eva decides to enter the capsule without knowing that she will begin
the most important adventure of her life, that is rescuing her
grandfather while learning incredible things about the place we live in;
the Universe.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sonia Fernández-Vidal (Barcelona, 1978) graduated in Physics from the
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona with a PHD on Information and
Quantum Optics. She combines her research with another one of her
passions, teaching, both in college and in adult facilities, and giving
lectures as an introduction to quantum physics to non-academic
audiences. She has published two books of fiction using her scientific
knowledge, which enrich the plot. These two titles have been really
successful: Quantic Love and La puerta de los tres cerrojos..

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ The author is among the 100 most
creative according to Forbes.
✓ She had great success with her
previous books.
✓The style of Pilarin Bayés: a childish
and naive tone but at the same time
full of grace and irony.

PICTURE BOOK
Original title:
L'univers a la mà
Original language: Catalan
49 pages
Published in 2015
Material available: Spanish,
Catalan and English PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Catalan (La Galera)
Spanish (La Galera)
Chinese (Ginkgo Books)
Korean (CharlieBook)
Turkish (Kolektif Publishing)

LES AVENTURES D’EN NAO,
EL NEN LLENGUADO
(THE ADVENTURES OF NAO, THE SOLE KID)

.
A magical adventure, a touching story
filled with knowledge
One night of August, Nao goes on a stroll on his sailboat with his
granddaughter Bruna, in the house he has in Menorca. There’s a New Moon
and in the sky, you can see the Persauds. Nao tells Bruna that these nights
are magical and that, when he was thirteen years old, in one of those night
he lived an extraordinary story: he crossed the door that separates the
human kingdom from the submarine one, and he became… a sole! To return
to the human world, he had to made a fascinating journey, full of dangers,
mysteries and enigmas, in which he met tons of unique characters and
discovered many things he didn’t know about the seabed.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Raül Romeva is a Doctor of International Relations and has a degree in
Economic Sciences for the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. He was a
member of the European Parliament where he has mainly dealt with topics
related to Immigration, Rights and Liberties, Equal of Opportunities, Foreign
Affairs and Maritime Affairs and Fisheries..
In the literary field he has published different academic essays. He has also
participated in several poetical anthologies. Sayonara Sushi is his first
novel. In 2013 has published El retorn a Shambhala (Rosa dels Vents). Les
aventures d’en Nao is his first middle-grade novel.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ A story great for grown-ups and

kids: it has magical elements, fantasy,
realism and great characters.

✓ It talks about constellations, and

the creatures that live under the sea.

“Albert Asensio’s
illustrations are gorgeous.
[…] This is a text written
with freedom, with a
standard language,
educated, precise and with
a specific vocabulary that
doesn’t disrupt the reading
in any way.”
—Faristol magazine.

Fiction / Middle-Grade
Original title:
Les aventures d’en Nao,
el nen llenguado
Original language: Catalan
168 pages
Published in 2016
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Catalan (La Galera)

LA VUELTA AL AÑO EN
365 CUENTOS
(AROUND THE WORLD IN 365 STORIES)

Short and very short stories, witty, fantastic,
.
funny. One for each day of the year,
one surprise a day!
365 stories where you will read about flowers that learn to fly, selfish
fishermen, ferocious wolves and upside-down castles.
In them they will visit a strange place called Nowhere, you will laugh with the
dirty tricks of the chicken named Pillo and you will know the bad mood of
the genius Malgenio...
Welcome to a year full of fantasy, imagination and stories where, yes, every
day counts. And story by story we will turn a whole year around.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gabriel Garcia de Oro. Despite having a degree in Philosophy, Gabriel works
in advertising as a creative, an activity in which he has won some awards.
He currently works for the Bassat-Ogilvy Group. Like so many other
publicists, he survives the business in the best possible way, and combines
the activity he gives him to eat with the activity he gives him life, that is,
writing for children and young people.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ It’s a great book for the little ones that are

beginning to read.
Each story engages a different emotion: laughter,
tenderness, thought…
There’s one story for each day, so this book goes
a long way!
The pictures are dainty and colorful and
accompany the stories perfectly.
Written by Gabriel García, who has a long
trajectory in the children’s genre, and illustrated by
Purificación Hernández, whose art has also
appeared in many books.

✓
✓

✓
✓

Picture Book / Middle grade
Original title:
La vuelta al año en 365 cuentos
Original language: Spanish
255 pages
Published in 2019
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Anaya)

HORA DE BAILAR
Meet Martina, Sofia and Liu, three friends willing to go
for all to make their dreams come true. And accompany
.
them in their adventures full of music and dance
Yes We Dance is the story of Martina, Sofia and Liu, three
fans of the BB Brothers willing to do anything to dance in their next video
clip. Martina, Sofia, and Liu are inseparable friends, and fans of the BB
Brothers. When they find out that there’s going to be a contest in their
neighborhood to choose the dancers for their next video clip, they have no
doubts: they are totally going for it!
Their dance skills are pretty basic, so they need to train hard if they want to
succeed. Besides, there will be people trying to get in their way, such as the
Fashion Girls … Will Martina and the others get what they want?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Esther Sanz (Barcelona, 1974) holds a degree in Journalism. She has written
for women’s magazines and currently works as an editor for a publisher of
practical books. Her passion has always been to write novels in which love
and mystery go hand in hand. Sanz began his career with the publication of
Vive rápido, siente lento in 2007. Since then,s he has made a name for
herself within the romantic genre and for young adults. With The Forest of
Sleeping Hearts she achieved his first great success, which has been
followed by other titles such as If Love is an Island or The City of the Eternal
Moon. Also noteworthy is her series Yes, we dance, dedicated to a younger
audience and which has been very well received by readers.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ A funny and sweet middle grade
book series that focus
on the power of friendship.

✓Yes, we dance have been very well
received by young readers!

“Her mother told her that
with time she would leave
her behind. But, at the age
of 12, it didn't seem to
improve...
There was only one thing
that took away the shyness
like magic: dancing. When
she danced, Martina
transformed.”

Middle grade
Original title: Yes, we dance
Original language: Spanish
240 pages
Published in 2015
Material available: Spanish PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Montena)
Turkish (Teen Publishing)

Discover the whole serie!
Five fantastic books:
don’t miss the adventures of Martina
and her friends around the world!

YO, ELVIS RIBOLDI
(ME, ELVIS RIBOLDI)

THE AGENCY'S LATEST ACQUISITION!
Elvis Riboldi is a very, very special boy.
Some people say he's the devil’s reincarnation.
And Elvis makes sure to prove it constantly,
without saving scabrous details.
Elvis Riboldi provokes so many disasters as laughter in his readers.
In this first installment, Elvis reviews his most beloved childhood
memories. Three pages later he runs out of most-belovedchildhood memories and gets started on with the most obnoxious.
And it just makes you laugh even more.
TV series coming soon, pre-sold in 120 different countries
through: Cartoon, Network, Disney Channel and Broadcost.
The tv show will be on your tv on Fall 2019
Ask us about the books the tv series will be based on!
Plus new titles coming after!

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
In the case of Bidari Bono, the explanation is simple: it does not
exist. Do not count it, but it is the pseudonym of a group of the
successful creators of The Lunnis: Jaume Copons, Daniel Cerdà and
Ramon Cabrera, together with the illustrator Òscar Julve, author of
the ants of El hormiguero. All of them have long careers and
numerous prizes in the world of children's and young people's
literature.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ 100.000 copies sold in Spain.
✓ TV series pre-sold in
120 countries.
✓ We’ll have new titles
from the tv series.

A SERIE OF 11 BOOKS!
Fiction / Middle Grade illustrated
Original title: Jo, Elvis Riboldi
Original language: Catalan
224 pages
Published in 2011
Sampler: First chapter in English
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (La Galera Editorial)
Catalan (La Galera Editorial)
French (Hachette Livre)
Polish (Czarna Owieczka)
Czech (Mlada Fronta)
Turkish (Ideal Kitap) (Ideal Kültur)
Italian (Sironi)
Latvian (Zvaigne ABC)
Slovenian (Kud Sodobnost)
Portugal (Porto)
Film rights sold.

LUNA Y LOS INCORPÓREOS:
Las máscaras de Omega

(LUNA AND THE INCORPOREAL: THE MASKS OF OMEGA)

A juvenile series of urban fantasy that will
transport you to an unknown dimension and to
different eras of History
Luna has discovered an ancient and valuable piece of pottery from
Ancient Greece, a Lekythos. Through it, Luna comes in contact with
an incorporeal that she will call Omega, who does not remember
anything about the circumstances in which he died. With the help
of Yago and Grandma Luz, Luna will be forced to move to the
spectral polis to solve the enigma of Omega, and help so that, at
last, he can rest in peace.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ana Alonso (Barcelona, 1970) graduated in Biological Sciences at
the University of León, and completed her studies in Scotland and
Paris. She has published eight collections of poetry and has won,
among others, the prizes Poesía Hiperión (2005), Ojo crítico de
poesia (2006), Antonio Machado in Baeza (2007) and the Alfons el
RIGHTS SOLD
Magnànim València award for poetry in Spanish (2008). She has
Spanish (Oxford)
translated North American and British classic authors.

kEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ 3rd printing of the book!
✓ Her latest series, called

Britannia, has sold over 18,000
copies in Spain.
Renowned author with a vast
experience in YA

✓

“My name is Luna. I am
thirteen years old and I
have three problems.
I think you will have
guessed my third problem
by now, […] I can see
incorporeals. Actually, I
see them, I hear them and
I can talk with them.
Sounds cool? It’s not.”

DISCOVER THE SERIES!
#2 - La Rosa de Cristal
#3 - El Árbol Sagrado
Fiction YA / Fantasy
Original title: Luna y los Incorpóreos.
Las máscaras de Omega
Original language: Spanish
150 pages
Published in 2018
Material available: Spanish PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Oxford)

LA PUERTA DE LOS TRES CERROJOS
(THROUGH THE BOLTED DOOR)
This book has been called a classic scienceinformative fiction book.
Niko, a lonely 14 years old boy, cannot imagine the consequences that
taking a different route to schoole on day will take. By following a
different path, he finds a house that he has never seen before.
Intreagued by the mystery, he steps inside and finds himself inside a
strange universe. In the Quantum World amazing things happen: a war
between matter and antimatter, the disappearences and reappearences
of Schrödinger’s cat disappearances or a clockmaker’s workshop where
the relativity of time is tested. Immersed in this unexpected adventure,
Niko's mission is to restore the balance, now in danger, between his
world and the quantum universe that he has just discovered.
This is an exciting and illuminating fable targeted at children (9+); a story
that illustrates with incredible simplicity the mysteries of the universe
and the matter written by a young doctor in quantum physics that has
worked in the most prestigious research centres of the world.

DISCOVER THE SERIES!
The Path of the four forces and
The five eternal kingdoms

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sonia Fernández-Vidal (Barcelona, 1978) graduated in Physics from the
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona with a PHD on Information and
Quantum Optics. She combines her research with another one of her
passions, teaching, both in college and in adult facilities, and giving
lectures as an introduction to quantum physics to non-academic
audiences. She has published two books of fiction using her scientific
knowledge, which enrich the plot. These two titles have been really
successful: Quantic Love and La puerta de los tres cerrojos..

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ The author is among the 100 most
creative according to Forbes.
✓ She’s had great success with her
previous books.
✓ The style of Pilarin Bayés: a childish

and naive tone but at the same time full
of grace and irony.

"In this novel, Sonia
mixes, for the first
time, fantasy and
quantum physics, and
turns science into
something enjoyable
and attractive for all
readers.".

MIDDLE GRADE
Original title: La porta dels tres panys
Original language: Catalan
208 pages. Published in 2018
Material available: Spanish PDF, Catalan PDF,
English PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Catalan (Destino)
Spanish (Destino)
Korean (CharlieBook)
German (Steinbach Sprechende Bücher)
(Hanser)
Japanese (Shobunsha)
Portuguese (Presença)
Brazilian (Rocco)
Italian (Giancomo Feltrinelli)
Greek (Patakis)
Complexe Chinese (Yilin Press)
Simple Chinese (Guomai)
Romanian (Polirom)

QUANTIC LOVE
(QUANTIC LOVE)

What is love’s equation?
At CERN, the most advanced research center in the world,
between experiments of time travel and teleportation, between
particles that exceed the speed of light and others that reveal
the origin of the Universe, young Laila faces the greatest
mystery that exists: how to decide between two loves.
On the one hand, Alessio, an attractive journalist; and, on the
other, Brian, a cerebral scientist who hides a great secret.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sonia Fernández-Vidal (Barcelona, 1978) is graduated in Physics from
the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona with a PHD on Information and
Quantum Optics. She combines her research with another one of her
passions, teaching, both in college and in adult facilities, and giving
lectures as an introduction to quantum physics to non-academic
audiences. She has published two books of fiction using her scientific
knowledge, which enrich the plot. These two titles have been really
successful: Quantic Love and La puerta de los tres cerrojos.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ The author is among

the 100 most creative
according to Forbes.
She had great success
with her previous books.
Sonia Fernandez-Vidal is back with the
novel that finds the answer
to love’s equation.

✓

✓

Fiction / YA
Original title: Quantic
Love
Original language:
Spanish
256 pages
Published in 2019
Material available:
Spanish pdf
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (CrossBooks)
Catalan (CrossBooks)
Italian (Feltrinelli)
French (Hachette)
German (Hanser VERLAG)
Brazilian (Rocco)

EL LADRÓN DE MINUTOS
(THE MINUTES' THIEF)
What would you do if your birthday disappeared
from the calendar?
You think that is impossible? If so, ask Edu. Authorities have decided to
get rid of a day in the annual calendar, and, very unfortunately, they have
chosen the sixth of October, Edu’s birthday. He is now stuck at the age of
10 and he certainly doesn’t like that. But, as he knows, in order to solve a
big problem, he requires a better solution.
Like Alice in Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, Edu is very much worried
about TIME. Inspired by Michel Ende’s novel MOMO and the question of
how time is used by humans in modern societies, The Minute’s Thief is
also a story about the importance of finding time and taking it back.
What is it that really gives value to life?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
David Lozano Garbala (Zaragoza, 1974) is the author of Edu’s magical
adventure. With a degree in Law and Spanish Philology, he published his
debut novel in 1998, titled The Last Guest. Since then, he has published
nine other stories, including the gothic fantasy trilogy La puerta oscura: El
viajero, El mal, Réquiem (2008-2009).
He also has a master’s degree in Communication by the University Miguel
Hernández and has contributed as scriptwriter for various Film and TV
producers. He is currently working on the film adaptation of the first novel
of his trilogy “El Viajero” (2008)..

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ Winner of the 2015 Edebé Children’s

Literature Prize.
More than 6.000 copies sold in 6 months,
and 3 printings since March.
With key educational values, it reflects on
the importance of valuing what we have
It’s ageless, it has inspirational
characters, a reflective narrative and is full
of wit and magic.

✓
✓

✓

Fiction / Middle-grade (10+)
Original title: El ladrón de
minutos.
Original language: Spanish
180 pages
Published in 2015
Material available: Spanish pdf,
Synopsis in English

RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Edebé) (Storytell Ab)
German (Thiele Verlag)
Persian (Houpaa Books)
Italian (DeA Planeta Libri)
Turkish (Dogan Egmont)

CUENTOS PARA QUERERTE MEJOR
(TALES TO LOVE YOURSELF MORE)
This book allows us to grow self-esteem
through stories that trigger imagination, humer
.
and love for oneself, which will allow us to love
others in a regular way.
To think on ones’ true valor, on the right of being happy in the world for
what we are and not for what others want us to be.
Beyond the fun and fantasy that we try to bring to boys and girls of all
ages, each of these 35 stories illustrates an important aspect to
integrate self-esteem in our lives, like a lighthouse built to help people
be secure, independent and respectful -to themselves and others-, that
know how to love because they learned how to love themselves.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Álex Rovira Celma (Barcelona, 1969) is a Spanish businessman, a writer,
an economist, an international speaker and a consultor. He’s sold nearly
eight million copies of his books, and some of them have even been
number one in the bestselling lists in Spain and other countries, both in
Catalan and in Spanish. He’s also considered one of the biggest experts in
Leadership Psychology around the world.
Francesc Miralles (Barcelona, 1968) graduated in German philology and
worked as an editor for a publisher of self-help books, where he directed a
number of collections and wrote books under a pen-name. He is a writer
and journalist specialized in psychology and spirituality. He is the author of
more than twenty books. His works have been widely translated.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ By the authors who have sold
more than 400,000 copies and
whose books have been
translated into 11 languages.

Non-fiction / Self-help
Original title: Cuentos para
quererte mejor
Original language: Spanish
89 pages
Published in 2018
Material available: Spanish pdf,
Catalan pdf, English sample
RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Spanish (Destino, Planeta)
Catalan (Columna, Planeta)
Romania (Humanitas)
Polonia (Czana)
Italia (Adriano Salani)
“Keys that will allow us to
give our children the most
valuable gift in the world:
confidence in themselves
and in their future, love
for themselves and sane
relationships with others.
In all, self-esteem.”

EL CLUB DE LOS CANÍBALES
MUERDE A DRÁCULA
(THE CANNIBALS’ CLUB BITES DRACULA)

An original and fresh middle-grade series that shows
the funniest side of classic novels
The members of the Cannibals’ Club devour books; they bite into them,
they savor and chew them up until the last page. But things change when
they choose their next reading, Drácula, and a guy that smells like a
vampire and sleeps in a coffin arrives at home. Who will bite who?
Warning! Reading seriously harms your health and transports you to
unexpected places!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gabriel Garcia de Oro was born in Barcelona, on a very warm July 12th
1976. Although he graduated in Philosophy, he ended up working in
advertising, a field where he has won a number of awards. He’s currently
an Executive Creative Director at OgilvyOne, one of the leading agencies
in relationship marketing and designer of renowned campaigns such as
“The Monster”, for ING Direct. He combines this activity with writing. He
is the author of many children and young adult books, nonfiction, and
writes regular articles for the weekly supplement El País Semanal.

“A very entertaining read that, besides being full of adventures, allows us
to enjoy the true meaning of friendship and tolerance.”
–Anika entre libros Blog

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓It deals with values such as friendship,

justice, tolerance, loyalty, love…and a
terrific passion for books.
It’s filled with adventures and humor
and both children and parents won’t stop
reading it at bedtime

✓

A great story that brings
universal literature closer to
young readers, by updating
information of selected
works, in this case Dracula,
by Bram Stoker.”
–Culturamas

A SERIES OF 3 BOOKS!
Fiction / Middle-grade
Original title: El club de los caníbales
muerde a Drácula
Original language: Spanish
184 pages
Published in 2016
Material available: Spanish pdf
RIGHTS SOLD
Catalan (Barcanova)
Spanish (Anaya)
Spanish audio (Storytel Ab)

UN HIJO
(A SON)

Sometimes compared to The Little Prince, a quirky
novel filled with tenderness, with a touch of mystery
Guille has apparently nothing in common with his classmates. He is a
very special child, he is only nine, and he already knows he wants to be
Mary Poppins when he grows up. He seems to be a happy child who loves
reading, always smiles and has great imagination; but he hides a mystery.
His mother, Amanda Willet, is absent, but he believes, as told by his
father, that she has moved to Dubai to work as an airhostess.
Alejandro Palomas’ Un Hijo is an extremely original story, written with
tenderness and dedication. The unspoken words of the characters will
unravel the mystery that the story presents. It is a sad story made fresh
and addictive

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alejandro Palomas (Barcelona, 1967) has a degree in English Philology
from the University de Barcelona and a Master’s degree in Poetry from the
New College of San Francisco. He collaborated to several newspapers nd
translated writers such as Katherine Mansfield, Gertrude Stein, Willa
Cather and Jack London. In 2011, he published El tiempo que nos une and
El cel que ens queda. His latest works (Una Madre, Un Perro and Un Hijo)
were all critically-acclaimed and translated into a number of languages.
The author was awarded the Children and YA National Prize (2016) for Un
hijo and the Nadal Prize (2018) for Un amor..

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ Winner the 2016 National Prize for

✓

Children's and YA Literature.
For those who liked The Curious Incident
of the Dog in The Night-Time and
Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close.
17 languages sold.
A novel that promotes tolerance on
gender identity
Film Rights option sold

✓

✓

✓

“A short romance written
with magical and
infantile innocence, a
story that will move you
and make you smile,
make your heart tremble
with emotion,
tenderness, and
melancholy; fulfilling a
desired slow and
unforgettable end.”
—Uno Scaffale Di Libri

FICTION/ YOUNG ADULT
Original title: Un hijo
Original language: Spanish
248 pages
Published in 2016
Material available: Spanish and Catalan
PDF, English PDF
RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Spanish (La Galera)
Catalan (La Galera)
Gallego (Galaxia)
Portuguese (Presença)
Holland (Abimo Publishers)
Italian (Neri Pozza)
Turkish (Final)
Polish (Grupa Wydawnicza Foksal)
Greek (Opera)
Romanian (RAO International Publishing
Company)
Persian (Fatemi Publishing Co.)
French (Cherche-Midi)
Chinese Complexe (THE EASTER PUBLISHING)
Slovenian (Zalozba Zala)
Serbian (Kosmos)
Danish (Jensen & Dalgaard)
Brasil (Rocco)
Macedonia (Tri Centre)
Film rights option sold (Capitán Araña, S.L.)

UN SECRETO
(A SECRET)

The boy who wanted to be Mary Poppins is back in a quirky
novel filled with tenderness, and with a touch of mystery
Since Nadia is my friend and she’s been living with me and dad since
Christmas -it’s better that way- she is now my foster sister, but it really
feels like she was my real sister but not blood related. And that means we
need to tell each other everything. Even the most secret of secrets.
However, Nadia has kept hidden the biggest of secrets, because her
mother told her that she’d be so sad she’d die if she did.
But in the end, because we are almost siblings, she has told me.
Alejandro Palomas’ Un Secreto is an extremely original story, written with
tenderness and dedication. It is also the follow up to one of the author’s
most acclaimed work. Un Secreto is so refreshing and lovable that you
won’t be able to put it down

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alejandro Palomas (Barcelona, 1967) has a degree in English Philology
from the University de Barcelona and a Master’s degree in Poetry from the
New College of San Francisco. He collaborated to several newspapers nd
translated writers such as Katherine Mansfield, Gertrude Stein, Willa
Cather and Jack London. In 2011, he published El tiempo que nos une and
El cel que ens queda. His latest works (Una Madre, Un Perro and Un Hijo)
were all critically-acclaimed and translated into a number of languages.
The author was awarded the Children and YA National Prize (2016) for Un
hijo and the Nadal Prize (2018) for Un amor..

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ The first book of the serie, A

SON, was an international
besteller with 17 languages sold.

✓A novel that promotes

tolerance and gender identity.

“A breath-taking,
impeccablypaced novel”
– New Spanish
Books

Fiction / Young Adult
Original title: Un hijo
Original language:
Spanish
282 pages
Published in 2019
Material available:
Spanish and Catalan PDF
RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Spanish (Planeta)
Catalan (Planeta)
Gallego (Galaxia)
Greece (OPERA)

EL MARAVILLOSO MUNDO
DE LA ÓPERA
(THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF OPERA)

Venture into one of the greatest marvels
of the world!
Do you like opera? You may not know just yet. Through an
impressive collection of thirty unmissable titles the world of
opera is displayed before the eyes of all young readers.
Storylines will be unmasked to show that these stories are
actually not so far away from real life as they might seem.
Stories about love, passion, adventure, sadness and joy. The
book comes with QR codes to allow readers experience the
magic of each piece once they have all the necessary
information about the production they are reading about!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ana Alcolea (Zaragoza, 1962) graduated in Spanish and English
Philology. She has taught language and literature for more than twenty
five years and has published school editions of several plays. She has
also published numerous articles on teaching literature and languages.
As an author, she writes for both young readers and adult audiences. In
her writing career, she has published more than 25 books and has won
several awards, incluing the ANAYA award and the prestigeous Cervanets
Chico in 2016.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ An interactive read in which

readers will be able to learn about
the world of opera.
An essential collection to
introduce readers to opera.
A very prolific author.

✓

✓

“You are about to open
a very special door. If
you do, you will dive
into a world of music,
words and images.
Every page of this book
will take to a different
opera. Imagine entering
a living picture.”

Non fiction
Original title:
El maravilloso mundo
de la ópera
Original language:
Spanish
88 pages
Published in 2018
Material available:
Spanish PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Anaya)

LA NOIA DE LA CARAVANA
(THE GIRL OF THE CARAVAN)

When only love is the essence
Laura, a sixteen-year-old teenager, leaves with Kilian for the weekend, the
boy she likes. Although she feels a little scared, they spend the night in a
caravan of an abandoned camping. But the next day the boy has
disappeared, and Laura begins to make strange discoveries: unknown
tracks on the floor, stacks of copper threads that appear and disappear,
messages that urge you to flee written at the entrance of the caravan...
Laura will live a series of increasingly dangerous adventures to get to
solve the great enigma that has been involved and overcome the monster
that harasses her, which is much closer than she thought.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Xavier Gual (Barcelona, 1973) holds a degree in Catalan Philology from
Barcelona University and works as a journalist, scriptwriter and teacher. He
has published the novels Els tripulants (El Mèdol, 2001, winner of the Ribera
d’Ebre 2000 Narrative Prize); Ketchup (published by Columna, 2006); and
the compilation of tales Delirium tremens (published by Proa, 2001, and
winner of the Mercè Rodoreda 2000 Prize).
In 2007, he released Estem en contra, which won the Pere Quart Award of
Humour and Satire. In 2010 he wrote his first YA novel El gat que va perdre
els bigotis (L'Abadía de Montserrat, 2010). In 2013, presented two new
titles: another YA story, El mediador, and the novel Los fantasmas de Dalí.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓Awarded with the Ramon Llull

Muntaner 2017 prize.
This novel catches you through its
plot. You won’t be able to stop
reading it.
Mystery and intrigue
in every page.

✓

✓

“I got up from the ground, with
the feeling that I had not been
breathing for a long time. I did
not remember anything. Nothing,
except that I was once again
inside that caravan. I felt the very
sore head. Instinctively I touched
it and I was scared to see that my
hand was red. I quickly assured
myself that I was alone and I ran
to look at myself in the mirror of
a tiny sink. I did not know what
had happened to me or how I had
come to this place, but I had a
knock at my head.”

Fiction / Teen
Original title: La noia de la
caravana
Original language:
Catalan
228 pages
Published in 2018
Material available:
Catalan pdf, Spanish pdf
RIGHTS SOLD
Catalan (Estrella Polar Planeta)

MEMORIAS SALVAJES
(WILD MEMORIES)

It is a wonderful novel that combines mystery and
vital knowledge for teenagers and adults.
A. is having a rally delicate moment after her boyfriend, Connor, breaks up
with her. She feels devastated, but reading the memories of her aunt
Violet will help her overcome the rupture.
These memories are explicitly dedicated to her. Violet wanted to write all
her madness, all her mistakes, all her life, so that her future niece could
learn from them. Violet died at the age of 24 after waking up from a coma
of three long years after a car accident. The young woman, aware that,
despite having woken up, she would not survive because her body was
rejecting a kidney transplant, she begins to become aware that her life is
going out and that she has a few days left to live. Anorexia, infidelities,
family fights, rivalry between sisters, adolescence and love, that was the
life of Violet who, before dying, accepted the request that her sister made
her, the great secret of the novel that is finally discovered

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Carolina Lozano was born in the coastal city of Barcelona in 1981.She
graduated in Biology and combines a challenging job with the
continuation of his studies. Among their hobbies are learning languages,
going into unknown woods, archery and, of course, reading compulsively.
Consider, also, that writing is the best excuse to continue learning
everything. A decade ago he published his first book, and there are ten
books he has published so far. This, Wild Memories, is one of his most
beloved works..

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓Two different stories that

complement each other.
Originality and tradition. Touches of a
futuristic society provoke that differential point
of other juvenile romantic novels.
The reader can enjoy beautiful verses written
by the author, which help to better understand
the situation and emotions that Violet lives.

✓

✓

Fiction /Ya
Original title: Memorias Salvajes
Original language: Spanish
192 pages
Published in 2018
Material available: Spanish PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Editorial Versátil)

“There are moments in life
when everything turns
upside down. I'm sure it
happened to you too.
Things seem to be going
well, and suddenly your
world is sinking and you
have to start seeing
everything with different
eyes. Some more ... wild.”

EL SECRETO DE MI TURBANTE
(THE SECRET OF MY TURBAN)

The real story of Nadia Ghulam, an Afghan girl who
deceived and defied the Taliban Regime
Under his dark colored turban, she leads the morning prayer at the
mosque. Everybody respects her and listens to himher even though her
voice sounds weak and her body is small. She is a good Muslim, but what
her friends and neighbors do not know is that under that turban there is
not a young man, but a girl who trembles every time a Taliban man
approaches her, afraid that her secret will be revealed.
This is the real story of Nadia Ghulam, an Afghan girl who, after two years
spent in the hospital recovering from a bomb explosion, an order that
forbids women to work falls on her. In order to help her family and keep
bringing food to the table, she is forced to make a radical decision: dress
up as a man for ten years.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nadia Ghulam Destgir was born in Kabul in 1985, where she suffered great
losses (the civil war, hunger, the Taliban regime) but survived due to her wit
and courage. Through a NGO, she arrived to Catalonia, where she is
currently living and doing what she always wanted: to study in order to help
her country, and herself, to be free as a woman.
Nadia has been interviewed by national and international media such as the
radio stations Onda Cero, RNE and COPE, or the acclaimed newspapers The
Huffington Post, El País, El Diario de Mallorca, Donna Moderna, Spazio
Piemonte, Última Hora, Llegir en cas d’Incendi, and El Español.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓A huge debut: it’s sold over 37,000

copies and it’s on its 10th
printing in Catalan!
Nadia’s heart-wrenching true story is
the story of a girl who fought
for her freedom.
An inspirational crossover with
essential educational values. Great for
reading groups and schools.

✓

✓

Fiction / Fictionalized testimony
Original title: El Secret del Meu
Turbant
Original language: Catalan
320 pages
Published in 2010
Material available: Spanish PDF,
Italian PDF
RIGHTS SOLD

"This is the incredible true
story of a woman with
widespread social
involvement, who fights for
women’s rights, acknowledges
the refugees situation and
collaborates with entities such
as Fundació Pere Tarrés.
Nadia is a role model, a great
voice against social injustices
that will make the reader cry
and smile at the same time."

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish (Grupo Planeta)
Portuguese (Ediçoes Asa)
Italian (Sperling & Kuffer)
Basque (Erein Argitaletxea)
Polish (Bellona) — reverted
French (L´Archipel)
German (CBJ)
Romania (Polirom)
Estonia (RahvaRaamat)
Film rights: Single Man Productions

LA PRIMERA ESTRELLA
DE LA NOCHE
(THE FIRST STAR OF THE NIGHT)

A real story about the strength of Afghan women, about their
suffering and hopes. Unforgettable, honest and emotional.
The story narrates Nadia’s real return to Afghanistan, where she wants to
find her cousin Mersal and render homage to her deceased aunt. This trip
will be a turning point for her, not only because she’s travelling back home
as a woman for the first time, but because she’ll have to endure many
trials which will help her discover the strength that runs through the
women of her family, and through her.
An inspiring and thought-provoking book that shows the reality that
women have to endure in societies where war seems never-ending. A
story about women who fight to overcome adversity, no matter how hard
it can be.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nadia Ghulam Destgir was born in Kabul in 1985, where she suffered great
losses but survived due to her wit and courage. Through a NGO, she arrived
to Catalonia, where she is currently living and doing what she always
wanted: studying in order to help her country and herself to be free as a
woman. Nadia has been interviewed by national and international media..
Javier Diéguez was born in Mollet del Vallés in 1985. He’s a historian,
although he’s worked as an Editor and Writer for various Spanish and Latin
American publishing houses. He’s also published Politics and International
Relations related texts.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓An inspiring true story about the

situation of women in Afghanistan.

✓ Nadia is an example of strength and

perseverance, a great role model for both
young and adult readers.
Nadia’s story is captivating: Festival
Grec de Barcelona also brought to the Centre
de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona
(CCCB) a documentary titled 'Nadia’; a
dialogue, a conversation and a description
that arises from Nadia’s true story.

✓

“We are in front of an incredibly
strong story, told in first person
and filled with emotion. It is
obvious how Nadia is a person
with incredible interior force.
She sacrificed herself dressing
up as a man when she was
barely a kid and, today, she
keeps fighting for her kin. She’s
a role model, and ‘The first star
of the night’ is a book I would
recommend without a doubt.”
—Jordi Sanuy

Fiction / Fictionalized
testimony
Original title: La primera
estrella de la noche
Original language: Spanish
291 pages
Published in 2016
Material available: Spanish pdf

RIGHTS SOLD
Catalan (Rosa dels Vents,
Penguin Random House)
Spanish (Plaza & Janés,
Penguin Random House)
Portuguese (Ediçoes ASA II)

LOS CINCO CONTINENTES
DEL AMOR
(5 CONTINENTS OF LOVE)

You can meet love anywhere in the world. Olimpia is about t
o get on the journey of her life to find it.
In the strangest summer of her life, Olimpia receives an old atlas with
annotations on five ways of loving related to the five continents on her
18th birthday:
The European Lover knows the secrets of seduction and romance.
The American Lover lives love as a success that must be shared in society.
The African Lover is guided by closeness, skin and passion. The Asian
Lover wants and cares in silence.
The Oceanic Lover is guided by the inspiration of the moment and is
unpredictable. Encouraged by her best friend, Olimpia accepts the
challenge of experiencing love in each continent to discover where her
heart truly belongs.

NO
COVER
YET

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Francesc Miralles (Barcelona, 1968) graduated in German philology and
worked as an editor for a publisher of self-help books. He is a writer and
journalist specialized in psychology and spirituality. A regular contributor to
El País and the Integral and Cuerpomente magazines, he is the author of
more than twenty books. His works have been widely translated.
Javier Ruescas is a youtuber and young writer specialized in YA literature.
He has more than 250,000 followers in his Youtube channel. .

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓By the international Bestseller author

Francesc Miralles, translated into
54 languages.
Readers will find in love in every single
page. This story is full of emotion and love.
Their previous works together, Pulsaciones
and Latidos, were bestsellers both in Spain
and South America: more than 110.000
copies sold!

✓

✓

Fiction / YA
Original title:
Los 5 Continentes del amor
Original language: Spanish
Material available: Spanish pdf
and English sample
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Penguin Random
House)

“According to the notes the owner
made in this atlas some time ago, maybe Lord Byron himself!- there are
five ways to love according to the
continents in which the world was
divided at that time. Regardless of
where one was born, the heart of each
person belongs to a certain continent
and, therefore, beats and seeks a
different way of loving”

SAKURA LOVE
A story about unlikely young love, in Japan.
.
Two days after the death of her best friend, Enzo receives a package
from her. It contains books, a Japan Rail Pass, some money and a
handwritten letter. Her last wish is for him to fulfill their life-long
dream: a trip through Japan in spring, when the cherry trees blossom.
Enzo leaves it all behind and leaves for Japan. He is
supposed to follow a route carefully designed by his dead friend, which
will turn out to be his way back into finding love, even when all his
hopes had been lost.
He will meet Izumi, an eccentric Japanese girl who lives in the US and
that is traveling through Japan to find out about her origins. They will
end up traveling together, and as they visit the country, a bond between
them grows. However, Izumi holds a secret that will complicate things.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Francesc Miralles (Barcelona, 1968) graduated in
German philology and worked as an editor for a publisher of self-help
books, where he directed a number of collections and wrote books
under a pen-name. He is a writer and journalist specialized in
psychology and spirituality. A regular contributor to El País and the
Integral and Cuerpomente magazines, he is the author of more than
twenty books. His works have been widely translated.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓Japan is one of the most wide-spread

destinations for travelers around the world.
The author has sold more than 1.500.000
copies worldwide with his fiction
and non fiction titles.
A relatable, sweet and fresh take on the
turns in everybody’s life.
A celebration of life, in youth
and at any other age.

✓

✓

✓

NO
COVER
YET

FICTION
Original title: Sakura Love
Original language:
Spanish and
Catalan
220 pages
Published in 2019
Material available: Spanish PDF,
Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (La Galera)
Catalan (La Galera)

“There is just one thing worse than
the silence preceding a funeral, and
it involves those who mourn not
being in their twenties yet. Amaya
had died a month and a day after
becoming of age. For her parents,
impressed by the number of
youngsters in attendance, she would
always be a girl. Their lost girl.”

PORTADORES DEL DON
(BEARERS OF THE GIFT)

When survival ceases to be an option and becomes a necessity:
the battle is unleashed. A must-read for fans of The Hunger
.
Games, Game of Thrones or The Lord of the Rings.
The deivos are those condemned for the society,
persecuted and murdered to "protect" humans from their fearsome
gifts. When Helga is kidnapped after defending a deivo
that was just three years old, Berthal, his stepbrother, decides to
accept his true identity that has just been rebelled: he is a deivo with
dangerous powers.
He must cross the entire continent to find Helga and rescue her from
Sissel's hands. Along the way, he will meet faithful friends who will
accompany and help him in his battle.
What would you be willing to do for a person you love? Love, ambition,
friendship, family, battles, powers and death.

YA crossover / Epic Fantasy

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Daniel Pastrana Gallego was born in Écija in 1978. He has a degree
in Information Sciences at the University of Seville in 2000. Since then, he has
worked as a journalist, with a professional background of seventeen years. He
works mainly in television, specifically in Écija Comarca Televisión. He also
collaborates as a columnist. His love for literature is only comparable to his love
for the world of cinema and comics, two arts that have influenced his fresh,
dynamic and visual writing style. For more than twenty years he has been
preparing stories, some of them awarded in different contests such as the
Victoria Sendón National Prize.

KEY SELLING
POINTS

✓ A Game of Thrones for
younger readers.
✓A new reality, a new world

just as worked as George R. R. Martin’s
or Tolkien’s, with geography and cultural
traits of its own.
Women's empowerment is reflected
in the struggle they waged in the 1950s.

✓

Original title: Portadores del don
Original language: Spanish
290 pages
To be published in 2019
Material available: Spanish PDF
RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Editorial Titanium)

—That's what they say about the
deivos, isn't it? That they were a
mistake of the Gods. That they were
thrown into the Great Abyss by the Six
and that's why they're cursed. They
leave only pain and desolation in their
wake," shouted the perplexed boy.
—The designs of the Gods are
unfathomable, young man. Don't you
dare challenge them.
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Anthea Rights
Katalina Sabeva: katalina@anthearights.com

Taiwan
THE GRAYHAWK AGENCY
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“The most important thing is not to be the biggest, but being t
he one who works harder, with honesty, enthusiasm and following a strategy.
And we’ll keep working this way.”
- Sandra Bruna
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